
The Industry’s Leading Research Platform Provides 
the Right Tools and Instant Answers You Need to 
Stay Ahead of the Competition

Faster Answers, Better Results
CCH IntelliConnect is the most powerful research platform available.  
It gives you unprecedented access to the industry’s best content and 
tools. Specifically designed for the way you work, CCH IntelliConnect 
features an intuitive interface that’s simple and easy to learn. Search 
your entire Wolters Kluwer library within a few seconds and your 
results will be delivered in filtered, organized lists.

Experience productivity like no other research platform. With our 
multiple tabs feature, conduct several searches simultaneously, 
seamlessly toggle back and forth between them or even leave them 
open all day. Our Categorized View and Library View options provide 
the flexibility to research the way you want — by topic, document 
type or relevance. In addition, with CCH Mobile™, stay current and 
informed, and conveniently have answers at hand by accessing 
CCH IntelliConnect on your iPad®, iPhone® and Android® devices. 
Get the full functionality of the platform, as well as convenient 
access to Wolters Kluwer’s world-class research content.

CCH® IntelliConnect Browser Search
The award-winning CCH IntelliConnect Browser Search is a 
complimentary browser add-on that instantly sends search queries 
through Wolters Kluwer’s subscriber content, and displays the 
CCH IntelliConnect answers directly on your Google®, Bing® or 
Yahoo!® results page. No logging in and no more alternating 
between research tools!

In addition, CCH IntelliConnect Browser Search is available directly 
from Quick Access Bars in CCH Axcess™. Get Wolters Kluwer’s expert 
guidance integrated in your workflow and conduct research right 
where you need it!

Integration with CCH Axcess™ Document
Integration with CCH Axcess Document provides improved workflow 
and efficiency. When in CCH IntelliConnect, you can save documents 
directly to a specific client folder in CCH Axcess Document. Having 
all of your client materials in one spot for easy access ensures that 
you won’t miss anything important when working on a return or 
providing planning advice.

There is no question that the tax and accounting industry is changing. More and more is being asked of today’s professionals, 
which is why CCH IntelliConnect was created. CCH IntelliConnect ensures that you supply your company and clients with fast, 
accurate and reliable tax advice and guidance. Not only do professionals now demand fast and easy access to information and 
services, they need it 24 hours a day, seven days a week. So, as the pace of change continues to accelerate, Wolters Kluwer 
will continue to be at the forefront of innovation by advancing CCH IntelliConnect to serve the needs of accounting 
professionals best.

Benefits Include:

zz Share research folders with other users. You designate which 
folders to share and with whom, giving them the ability to 
just read documents or read and save documents to the 
shared folder.

zz Make and save notes and annotations to documents within  
CCH IntelliConnect.

zz Save important documents directly to CCH Axcess Document.

zz  CCH Mobile allows you to access CCH IntelliConnect research, 
news and information directly from your mobile device. 

zz Innovative research capabilities give you an intuitive platform 
that works the way you do.

zz  User-friendly searching and browsing features make it easy to 
find your answers.

zz  Categorized View groups results by document type for  
quick viewing.

zz  Library View allows you to see all of your content on 
one screen. 

zz  Having up to 12 searches saved in tab format gives you 
the ability to seamlessly move from project to project.
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Competitors can’t match the combined speed of Wolters Kluwer’s innovation, the depth and breadth of our content and the value of our 
integrated solutions. Discover for yourself how CCH IntelliConnect can provide you the active intelligence and fast answers you need to 
continue moving forward with accuracy and speed. Contact your Wolters Kluwer Account Representative today.

Explore more of the Browse 
Tree without manually moving 
the divider.

Quickly expand and 
collapse the Browse Tree 
with + and – icons.

Information buttons describe 
what is contained in each level 
of the tree and/or publication. 

Search for citations right from 
the search bar.

Easily switch to another view 
to see your content grouped by 
document with our Categorized 
View or by relevance.

“Jump to” links enable you 
to quickly switch from topic 
to topic.

Check the box next to any 
or all of the publications 
and run a search, or you can 
“menu-walk” to a document 
in a specific publication, 
such as an explanation in the 
Standard Federal Tax Reporter.

See all of your content for a 
specific topic on one page with 
Library View.
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